
Foundation Phase
At Ysgol Porth y Felin



Areas of Learning

➢Health and Well-being

➢Language, literacy and communication.

➢Mathematics and Numeracy.

➢Expressive Arts

➢ Science and Technology

➢Humanities

We plan activities/experiences under these 6 areas of learning. We 

monitor and assess your child's progress. Observation is an important 

part of assessment. The information is used to plan the next steps 

in their learning. We aim to support children to become independent 

learners, to make their own choices and develop their thinking skills.



Learning Areas
❖Graphics Area/ Ardal Graffeg

❖Mathematics Area/ Ardal Mathemateg

❖Small World Area/ Ardal Byd Bach

❖Construction Area/ Ardal Adeiladu

❖Reading Area/ Ardal Darllen

❖Creative Area/ Ardal Creadigol

❖Discovery Area/ Ardal Darganfod

❖Sand Area/ Ardal Tywod

❖Water Area /Ardal Dwr

❖Malleable Area/ Ardal Clai

❖Music Area/ Aradl Cerdd

❖Role Play Area/ Ardal Chwarae Rol

❖Technology Area/ ArdalTechnoleg

❖Outdoor Area/ ArdalTu Allan



Graphics Area/Ardal Graffeg

The children are given 

opportunities to develop 

their fine motor skills and 

pencil control. They begin 

to see a purpose in mark 

making and writing.

We also ensure that the children experience 

mark making within other learning areas of the 

indoor and outdoor classroom.



Mathematics Area/Ardal 

Mathemateg
The children develop their 

mathematical skills through 

a variety of hands on 

activities in the indoor and 

outdoor area. They will 

explore the concepts of 

number, shape, size, pattern 

and more.



Small World Area/Ardal Byd Bach

Within the small world 

area they develop their 

language skills, their social 

interaction as well as their 

imagination.



Construction Area/Ardal Adeiladu

Construction can happen on a small and large scale. They are given 

experiences within the indoor and outdoor area. They work as a team to 

solve problems and develop their thinking skills. It is also a great area for 

them to develop their understanding of shape, size and positional language.



Reading Area/Ardal Darllen

At the beginning of each session we 

have a book sharing time. The children 

are encouraged to visit the reading area 

during the day. They are introduced to 

an array of books in Welsh and English. 

We will also look and listen to stories 

using the interactive white board.



Creative Area/Ardal Creadigol

The children are given a variety of 

experiences where they 

experiment with various materials 

and media to create 

colourful pictures and artefacts.



Discovery Area/Ardal Darganfod

This is a multisensory area which can get 

quite messy, but the children thoroughly 

enjoy. They learn through enquiry and 

begin to ask the 'who? what if? and why? 

questions.



Sand Area/Ardal Tywod

They are given wet and dry 

sand. Many tasks include 

mathematical and language-

based tasks. They have 

fun exploring the 

movement and texture of 

sand.



Water Area/Ardal Dwr

We have a water area within the indoor and 

outdoor area. They develop their thinking skills 

to solve problems. Children will work as a team 

or with a partner and they enjoy getting wet. 

They learn to put an apron on independently.



Malleable Area/Ardal Clai

This area helps the children develop 

their fine motor skills- strengthening 

their hands through rolling, 

squeezing and stretching. 

We ensure that materials used are 

sensory and tactile, which make 

them very comforting for children.



Music Area/Ardal Cerdd

Singing is an important part of a 

nursery classroom- we sing a 

variety of Welsh and English 

songs and it is a fun way of 

developing their oracy skills. 

They get an opportunity to play 

a variety of instruments and 

everyday equipment to create 

sounds. They enjoy exploring 

sounds in our outdoor area.



Role Play Area/Ardal Chwarae Rôl

Role play is an important part of child development, as it 

builds confidence, creativity communication, physical 

development and problem solving. It is an area that 

develops their personal and social skills- they learn to 

play cooperatively, emphasis on sharing and taking turns.



Technology Area/Ardal Technoleg

Technology provides children with the opportunity to handle 

tools, which they see in the world about them. The I pads are 

available every day, they work on apps such as drawing, painting 

and using a green screen. Internet safety is also discussed on a 

level they understand. It also gives children the opportunity to 

collaborate on a piece of work.



The Outdoor Area/ArdalTu Allan

The outdoor area is a great area to develop their physical skills, along with 

their personal and social, language and mathematical skills. We also have a 

lovely garden where the children get the opportunity to explore their local 

environment, observing the changes that happen through the year.



Physical Education

The children develop their physical skills through a variety of activities 

within the indoor and outdoor areas. They have a weekly P.E lesson on a 

Friday- we kindly ask for them to come to school wearing joggers, t-shirt 

and trainers.
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